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Two unpublished arrangements 
presented in a special tribute 

to Jennifer W. Lehmann, 
founder of the Members’ Library, 

as part of the  
ARS Eighty Years Celebration:

Gloria
from Missa tubae

by Jean Cousin (fl. 1446–1474)

Of All the Birds
from Deuteromelia (1609)
by Thomas Ravenscroft (c. 1588–1635)

arranged for recorders by Jennifer W. Lehmann

“Above the cloud with its shadow is the star with its light.” 
— Pythagoras

PREFACE
These two beautifully handwritten recorder arrangements by Jennifer W. Lehmann are 
presented here in manuscript to display her impeccable musical penmanship.

The ARS started publishing another series, its Members’ Library
Series, in 1987. These were/are short four-page editions, either
arrangements or original music, supplied free to members of the
Society. They were begun by the indefatigable Jennifer Lehmann, who
had held various editorial music positions on the ARS Board since the
late seventies. Jennifer was a very talented woman, a mathematician
and musician possessed of a fine musical hand, who loved to browse in
the Princeton Library, make transcriptions of unpublished early music
arranged for recorders, and give them away to her friends.

Jenny was also for a time editor of the “Renaissance series” of the ARS
Editions—part of an abortive attempt we made, in the early eighties, to
flog the dying ARS Editions back to life. Nothing ever came of that.

But in 1987 she started the Members’ Library Editions. The Series
was launched with money from the President’s Appeal. The ARS Board
decided in 1990 to use Katz funds to publish the series and to send the
Members’ Library music as an insert with the magazine, which was a
great money-saver. Music from the series was and still is (2010) sent to
members along with copies of AR. Issues appeared once a year at first,
later, twice.
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Left to right: Bernard Krainis, 
Philip Levin, Jennifer Lehmann, 1983.

Jennifer W. Lehmann founded the Members’ Library Editions in 1987,  
after having held various editorial music positions on the ARS Board since 
the late 1970’s. In her memoir “ARS and Me”, former Members’ Library Editor 
Martha Bixler writes, “Jennifer was a very talented woman, a mathematician 
and musician possessed of a fine musical hand, who loved to browse in the 
Princeton Library, make transcriptions of unpublished early music arranged 
for recorders, and give them away to her friends.” Her Members’ Library 
Editions 01 Elizabethan Delights, 02 Vintage Burgundy, and 06 Bruckner’s 
Ave Maria are still available to members on the ARS website, 

www.americanrecorder.org. The Bruckner arrangement was performed at her memorial 
service on November 15, 1992. 
 —Glen Shannon
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